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Devious Licks

Arjun Vaidya
Staff Writer
“Devious licks.” Just looking at the word, some may
have imagined that despicable song that goes along
with the trend. For those
who have no idea what “devious licks” are, it is a TikTok
trend in which students steal
items from their school, often resulting in vandalization of property. However,
some sanitary products that
are often stolen as a result of
this trend can be threatening to students in this time
of the pandemic. Trends like
“devious licks” are not new
to the realm of the younger
generation. It seems as time
goes by, new trends, good
and bad, are constantly being established due to the
presence of social media.

The trend that ensured chaos by making bathrooms… dangerous
A soap dispenser is missing in
the boy’s 700 wing bathroom. The
pandemic has increased the need
for these sanitary devices in order
to help stop the spread of COVID-19. “If we don’t have access to
soap and water in the middle of
a pandemic, that presents a huge
safety risk for our population,”
says Ms. Barrington.
Ms. Nauss, an AP U.S. History teacher, AP Government teacher, and volleyball coach explains how
she feels about the trend.
“They’re always going to
be trends that are a little bit
too far outside the box, like,
the pod trends, and people eating those. I think all

students should take more
pride in their school and
what it looks like and how
it operates” Ms. Nauss says.
Responsibility is something that high school students need to start understanding more of as they are
transitioning into becoming
adults. So why is there a lack

of responsibility amongst
the people performing
these trends? Aarthi Raghavan (10), a sophomore at
American High School,
describes how apps like
TikTok play into this. .
“I think for the younger generation, [social media is a negative influence]

because they really don’t
know that some of these
trends are impacting
people on a social level”
Not fully understanding the effects of one’s actions can be deadly when
it comes to trends that impact educational institutions. It is important to understand the consequences
the school faces as a result
of these trends. Ms. Barrington, the principal at
American High School describes difficulties that are
associated with this trend.
“There’s financial impacts, and there’s certainly
some sanitation impacts
and hygiene impacts for
our students. We had
quite a few soap dispensers and paper towel dispensers ripped off walls.”
Continued on page 3

A Blaze of Falsehoods

The reason behind American’s scourge of false fire alarms, and their detrimental impacts
Darcy Chew, Namita Nair, Emyr Ortiz, Haritha Rajasekar
Managerial Editor, Podcast Editor, Editor in Chief, Associate Editor
From October 11th to
October 25th American
High’s fire alarms went
off a total of five times,
with two alarms triggered
on the same day. As rainsoaked students scrambled to reach their designated evacuation locations
and teachers tried to take
attendance amidst the relative chaos, the confusion
as to what was causing
these alarms remained a
key question in the minds
of students and staff alike.”
According to an email
sent to parents and stu-

dents on October 22, “The
first two rings were caused
by triggered safety sensors.
With our school vacant for
18 months, a lot of dust
and construction debris
settled on these sensors.
The high winds and rain in
the last two weeks stirred
up that material which
set off our alarm system.”
But, the email also explains
that the sensor issues weren’t
the sole perpetrators. “The
third and fourth alarms were
caused by students pulling
fire alarm stations.” An email
sent to staff the same day re-

vealed both of these alarms
to have been triggered in the
600 wing at the end of lunch.
Fire alarm pranks are punished severely at American,
with offenders facing a minimum of a five day suspension, $1000 fine from the fire
department, and notice to
appear in court. Despite this,
American has had a long history with students purposely
pulling fire alarms. According to Fremont Fire Department January 2019 statistics
obtained by the Paly Voice,
American has had more
fire alarms than any other

school in the Bay Area with
a record number of 126 fire
alarms from September 1st,
2014 to September 1st, 2018.
Yet, no matter the cause
of the fire alarm, they still
serve the serious purpose of
signaling imminent danger.
Each time an alarm is set
off, the Fremont fire station
is instantly notified, prompting fire crews to arrive at the
campus. Vice Principal Cain,
who has dealt with and monitored the current situation,
explains the effort it takes
to respond to a fire alarm.
“There’s a huge disruption, not only to the school
but also to the community
because [the fire department] does get called each

time, they have to check
it. [Firefighters] have to
[give an all] clear and
that could take away from
another emergency situation that they could attend to inside the community, something that
would be an imminent
danger and [result potentially in the] loss of people’s lives, [sic]” he says.
The alarms have also
especially
inconvenienced teachers, whose
class times have been interrupted and cut short
by the abrupt alarms.
Social studies teacher
Mr. Peffer believes that
Continued on page 5
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Dear Eagles,
Sometime last week, we
were discussing problems in
our community during my
English class. People brought
up things ranging from
ongoing wars and climate
change to American High’s
poorly-designed parking lot.
But not a single person mentioned anything about COVID-19. In fact, nobody had
even thought about bringing
it up until the teacher drew
our attention to the topic.
While the pandemic was
in full swing, I think nearly
anyone who used the phrase
“new normal” would’ve received an eyeroll and a dismissive wave—and rightfully so. Nobody wanted
to be constantly reminded
of the fact that “things

Letter from the Editors

aren’t how they used to be.”
However, I find the idea
that the pandemic has become such a deeply-ingrained aspect of our daily
lives that we’ve come to accept it as “normal” enthralling. Pre-quarantine, if a supposed prophet had told me
that one day, toilet paper
would be worth as much as
gold and billions of people
worldwide would over a
year in isolation, I would’ve
sprinted the other way as
fast as humanly possible.
But as surreal as it seems
in hindsight, that really did
happen. Millions of students
across the globe spent an entire year doing labs in an Internet browser and submitting their math homework
by scanning it with a phone.

first quarter back in perDear Eagles,
son has been pretty eventBoo!
The Eagle Era is back in ful. In this issue, you’ll find
print, and it’s better than Ms. Barrington’s thoughts
ever! The paper that you on Devious Licks, and
know and love is here and what in the world is the
ready to make your day. And deal with those fire alarms.
listen, I know what you’re We’ll pull you back to
thinking as you hold this Spirit Week, and how it’s
glorious work of journalis- evolved. Online on our
tic excellence in your hands: website and social mewe have a newspaper? dia (eagleera.org and @
Yes, it has been a while humansofamerican, you
since physical copies of this should totally give them a
paper have littered these hal- visit), we’ve heard student
lowed halls, and most of us and staff voices on Afsince our return have been ghanistan, and developed
caught up with bigger, more a greater understandpersonal issues. It seems im- ing of our student body.
possible to get away from the
We hope that this isincessant grind of college sue gives you the chance
apps, or math homework, or to take your mind off that
apparently the ever-shifting incessant grind for even
winds of change (Shreya...). just a moment, as you reThis grinding start to the flect and learn from the
new school year has been no stories our staff toiled on
different at the Eagle Era. themselves. And we hope
Getting a newspaper run- to continue to be able to
ning, with a new staff, a new keep you informed, let
classroom and new ideas has you reflect, and allow
proven to be a bit tough. But quiet voices among us
due to the hard work done to be heard in the comin this past quarter, with the ing months, every month
newspaper staff embracing (you can’t hide from us).
article-writing, nagging all
their friends—I mean, sourc- Stay spooky,
es—and sleepless nights of
editing and revising, we’ve Emyr Ortiz
been able to document and Co-Editor-in-Chief
explore the events and issues
this first quarter brought.
And surprise surprise, our

I think it’s safe to say the vast
majority of people prefer
to attend school in-person
rather than through a 12inch rectangle, but I wouldn’t
say people were vehemently
opposed to the latter either.
Rather, it was yet another
thing we just...accepted.
A little over two months
ago, we were able to experience our first full school
day since March 2020. And
it was hard. Suddenly, we
were no longer idling away
time in our bedrooms. The
days no longer go by like
clockwork, but as a calamitous flood caused by the
torrential downpour of assignments and extracurricular time commitments.
But now that the initial
fuss has subsided, we’ve

once again accepted that pandemic, people made
hectic way-of-life as our bold predictions on social
“normal.” But is it really media as to when things
normal? We’ve completely would “go back to the way
revamped our bell schedule, they were.” But really, was
the fire alarms have rung there ever a status quo to
five times in two weeks, and begin with? Because to be
at one point in time, stealing honest, the world around us
things from public schools is perpetually shifting—alwas seen as humorous. though the changes caused
The course of this school by the onset of coronavirus
year is still largely unknown are more radical than we
to us. Maybe World War III may be used to, without even
isn’t just an outdated meme realizing it, we’ve adapted,
from almost two years ago. and we’ve triumphed. And
Maybe our oceans will be- there’s no doubt in my mind
come so warm that they’ll that we’ll be able to continue
start boiling the marine life. doing that, come what may.
Or, maybe one day the traffic congestion around our
school will get bad enough
that it traps people in their Shreya Daschoudhary
cars until the next school day. Co-Editor-in-Chief
During the height of the

The latest episode of the ArticulEra is
out now! Go to ArticulEra on Spotify,
follow, and enjoy!!

tinyurl.com/ArticulEra11

Visit eagleera.org for more
articles. Letters to the Editors or other guest contributions
are encouraged and
will be edited for length,
grammar, and clarity.
Please submit entries to eagleera@ahseagles.org
Note that not all letters/contributions will
be published.
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Bringing Back the Nostalgia

Perry Farms Pumpkin Patch closed, leaving memories
Jaylynn Visitacion
Staff Writer
Halloween’s right around
the corner and what better way to start decorating
than going to the pumpkin patch with family and
friends?
Unfortunately,
J.E. Perry Farms, more
commonly known as Ardenwood Pumpkin Patch,
has permanently closed,
leaving its past visitors
with memories and connections they’ve made
in the pumpkin patch.
Lasting from 1985 to
2020, J.E. Perry Farms has
had many visitors such as
Joselee Ledesma, a parent from the Ardenwood
neighborhood, who reminisces, “[Perry Farms is
memorable] either in a
picture or just thinking

back in time and remembering what fun we used to
have, how dusty our shoes
would get. It was fun family
time and the kids were excited to go. It’s sad that they’re
not [running the pumpkin
patch] anymore. I didn’t
know that they weren’t.”
Perry Farms wasn’t memorable simply because they
had great pumpkins, but because of their games like the
corn maze, pyramid of hay,
and picture cutouts. Knowing about these activities,
Ledesma took her children
to Perry Farms for them to
get out and to see the children enjoy going through the
different recreations. Her favorite part is taking pictures,
smiling as she remembers,
“Taking the pictures at the
cutouts, you had to have the

cardboard cutouts. Every
year is something different
and having the kids stick
their faces in the hole, then
[my husband and I] would
take the pictures, so [the
pictures are] a nice memory to have for that year.”
To create and share
more memories, Ledesma didn’t go to the patch
alone, but with family friends. Similar to her,
Ledesma’s friends and
their families enjoyed going for the activities and
explained, “[My friends]
would go because our
kids were close in age, so
each kid had a partner to
go and run around with.”
Creating meet-ups with

Continued on page 7

J.E. Perry Farms held various entertainments for its
visitors to play with outside
of choosing a pumpkin such
as the hay pyramid to climb
on, the corn maze, and the
cardboard cutouts to take
pictures that many treasured,
including the Hermosura
family who went in 2018.
PC: Sharon Hermosura

Devious Licks (cont.)
During the time of a pandemic, missing soap and
paper towel dispensers can
be extremely dangerous.
Ms. Barrington continues
to explain how this trend affects staff distribution, who
have their hands tied with
the impacts of the trend.
“Our custodians and our
maintenance team have to
devote their energy to working on that pretty much immediately. If we have an issue
in one bathroom, and then
another bathroom is vandalized, we don’t have the personnel to be in both spaces.
We end up having to close
one of the bathrooms until
we have enough people, or
we’ve fixed one, and we can
move on to the next for repair. It became such a challenge that quite a few bathrooms had to be closed for
a couple of weeks as those
repairs were being done. It
was a day to day situation,
we’d fixed one bathroom
one day and the next day it
would be vandalized again.”
This seemingly never ending cycle can be a nightmare
for staff that are just trying
to do their job. Trends like
these can cast a dim light on
how others perceive us as a
school. Arjun Arora, junior
class vice-president, reflects
on how this trend represents

American High School.
“If a lot of students
at our school don’t care
about the campus we go
to every day, it’s a bad look
on us,” Arora describes.
Simply not caring about
a campus can show why so
many students are feeling
justified to be a part of this
trend. Maybe most importantly, this trend can result
in students not wanting to
go to the bathroom at all.
“You wouldn’t want
to waste your time in the
bathroom when there’s no
soap. It definitely makes
students
not
comfortable to go,” Arora explains.
Discouraging students
from using the bathroom
can be harmful to many,
specifically with those with
a medical condition. However, this trend can also be
a learning experience. “I
mean, it’s kind of made me
more wary of what’s going
on with some of these TikTok trends. So I think it’s just
made me more aware of these
problems” says Raghavan.
After haunting the school
for weeks, the “devious
licks” trend is finally starting to cool off at American High School. This
marks the end of a period
of time that we can hopefully put behind us forever.

Should the New Schedule Be Here to Stay?
How students and teachers view the double block schedule

Japneet Kaur
Staff Writer
The shift in the 20212022 school year to inperson school has been
rough on everyone here
at American, especially
with a completely different schedule to adjust to. In the 2019-2020
school year, prior to the
pandemic, classes would
meet more consistently,
with one pair of block
days somewhere in the
middle of the week. This
year, however, the schedule is similar to the one
online, with students having only one regular, sixperiod day, and the rest
of the week being block.

Ms. Martinez, a member on the site rep team at
American, says the double
block day schedule is an
inspiration from last year.
“My understanding from
the teachers who were advocating for [block] was that
they enjoyed the extended
time while we were virtual.
They liked having those
longer classes where they
could break it up, do some
more asynchronous work,
and they seemed to feel that
they were getting through
their curriculum a little bit
more easily. So that seems
to be the push from them.”
Asynchronous time seems
to be a huge motivation for
the continuation of double

block days. Many students
feel this was a big plus to
the schedule last year. Mehek Bhatnagar (11), who
is in favor of double block,
attributes her liking to
last year.“I liked last year’s
schedule where we had an
hour of asynchronous time,
because that gave us a lot of
time to do our homework
and I was able to finish all
my work on time. This year’s
schedule could be better if
we had asynchronous time.
I would really like that.”
Although asynchronous
time is not a term in the vocabulary of in-person school,
teachers still do make an effort to make the exceedingly
long periods more tolerable.

Aarya Patil (9) appreciates
her teachers for their consideration and claims their
sympathy is what makes
the almost two hour classes
not too unbearable. “All my
teachers are very understanding that we have to sit
in class for two hours. A lot
of my teachers give breaks
in between (like at least a
five minute break) so we
don’t have to just be working for the full two hours.”
Ms. Martinez, who is also
a PE teacher at American,
promises that PE teachers do all they can to ensure their students don’t
get too exhausted with long
classes of exercise. “We’ve
scheduled in regular breaks

throughout the time, including a longer one in
the middle, and then—
not every teacher is doing
this—but some of us are
partnering with others so
that we can swap classrooms halfway through.
So maybe they’re playing
football for the first half
of class and in the weight
room for the second, or
something along those
lines,” she details. “This
week, we’ve had one class
playing half volley tennis
and the other class playing spike ball, and then
Continued on page 10
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The Gaps Between Counselors
look at the causes of a lack of communication bet ween
and Students Acounselors
and students.
Anika Aggarwal
Staff Writer
Amidst college application
season and worsening teenage mental health, counselors are a support system
for students, whether it be
school conflicts or academic
challenges. Helping students
with a variety of issues is the
main objective of counselors, but students are hesitant. This raises the question:
Why aren’t more students
turning to counselors?
Kylan Dao (12) has routinely met his counselor
during his junior year and is
aware that many of his peers
are uncertain and wary
about visiting a counselor.
“Not many of the people
I know go to counselors,
but the people I know have
been scared of reaching out.
I know there’s a bunch of
my friends who were scared
to even send an email. They
seemed overall fearful, nervous, they didn’t want to.
But they still went ahead
and saw the counselor anyway. They wanted to see
the issue, but they seemed
really nervous, or scared.”
Shriya Shankar (11) explains why students might
be hesitant and afraid
of meeting counselors.
“I’ve heard stories about
people not having good relationships with their counselors,” Shankar states. “I’ve
heard ‘this person’s been
really helpful, they helped
me put on my courses,’ But
I’ve also heard stories saying, ‘I went to talk to them
about something, and they
didn’t do anything about
it, or they called my parents when I didn’t want
my parents to know.’”
Students have mixed
views on the role of counselors and the part they play
on our campus. Shankar
theorizes that students rely
on hearsay to determine
whether to visit a counselor.
She elaborates, “Hearing all

these bad stories, it frames
your opinion on a particular
person. It’s like rumors. You
hear something bad about
someone and you think of
them that way until you
really get to know them.”
Ash Sample (12) shares
her experiences from all the
times she visited counselors
during her freshman year.
Despite some of her negative
experiences, Sample recognizes the balance counselors
have to find, and would still
encourage people to visit one.
“I do think that the counselors themselves do genuinely want to help students
and try to do their best to
do so, but the school doesn’t
really give them enough
power to do anything. Students may kind of have this
kind of bias or resentment
for people working at the
school, just because a lot
of people are talking about
how they don’t really do
anything for students, and
a lot of high school does
tend to be negative for a lot
of people, and that negative
feeling could translate over
to how they feel about people working at the school.”
Teens are naturally hesitant about talking to adults,
so even reaching out to an
adult they know would be
difficult, let alone a counselor you may have never
met. Even after taking the
first step, a delayed response or an unread email
could disappoint students
when they express vulnerability in order to seek help.
Sample states, “It still
is a two-way street, and I
think that the counselors
could try a little harder to
take the first step and engage with students more.”
Ms. Sorensen has been a
counselor at American High
School for about nine years
and sees the issue as a lack
of communication between
2600 students and only six
counselors. This means

Students form a line in front of Ms. Sorensen’s office in the rotunda after school. Ms. Sorensen explains the reasons as to why students might need a counselor. “There is an academic
component where we help students make sure that they’re on track for graduation, college
and career ready [and] being eligible to pursue post secondary options, and social emotional,
when students need to talk about things that are going on with them, or if we need to navigate through difficult situations together. It’s under those domains of academic career and
social emotional development, ideally, for all students.”
counselors may not always
have the time or resources to
reach out to every student.
“I think the biggest barrier that we have is that we’re
a really large school. And so
there are a lot of students
and a lot of varying needs,
and there aren’t as many
counselors as are recommended based on the counseling standards. If your
counselor isn’t available, it
really is because we are supporting a large number of
students. That doesn’t mean
that there isn’t going to be an
appointment or a time available for you. I would say if
it’s something immediate
and urgent, and your counselor is not available, it is
okay to see another counselor, it’s okay to see an administrator, it’s okay to go up to
the front office, or check in
with the teacher and say that
you need immediate help.”
Mrs. Barwani has been
counseling at American
for about 6 years, and she
is definitely aware that students don’t always go to

the counselors, even when
they need to. She sees a
stigma around people getting help from an adult for
their personal problems.
“There’s maybe a stigma
towards coming to see the
counselor about anything.
There’s a concern, there’s
lots of misconceptions that
seeing the counselor will
somehow be a negative
mark. When you come and
see the counselor, there is
no negative mark on any
permanent record. It is not
information that gets sent
to all colleges. It does not
go on your transcript. We
maintain
confidentiality
in our conversations. The
limitations around that are
to ensure student safety.
If someone tells us about
harm to themselves, or others, or someone else harming them, then we absolutely
need to seek support to ensure safety is always going
to be our number one priority” Mrs. Barwani shares.
Mrs. Barwani also
recognizes that a single

bad experience, such as
an unfulfilled schedule
change request, is sometimes a fault in the system.
“Schedule changes,
while I understand, can
be very disappointing,
sometimes are far beyond
our control as counselors” Mrs. Barawani says.
Although the current
relationship between students and counselors is
a little shaky, counselors are here for students.
As Ms. Sorensen puts it, “I
want to make sure that I create an environment where
students feel comfortable
coming to talk to me, because sometimes we might
be navigating through things
that are difficult or competent, like something they
want to keep confidential,
and I don’t want students
to feel there isn’t a problem
that is too small or too big
that they can reach out for.”
One counselor declined to
comment for this story and
the others did not respond.
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License to Carry

A peek into the dangers which young drivers face and how they are necessary
to gain experience towards becoming better behind the wheel
Josh de Gracia
Staff Writer
High school is a great
place to learn new things
and meet new people.
However, when classes are
over, students want to have
fun with their friends. Especially with Halloween
around the corner, the
teens at American High
School are making plans
to meet up this Octo-

ber. There is one problem
though. For most students,
means of transportation are
limited and people need a
driver’s license to get around.
More importantly, in a rush
to attain a card that grants
freedom, it’s easy to forget
the dangers of the road and
the responsibility that comes
with driving. Nonetheless,
these young adults must be
exposed to these hazards
to gain experience behind

the wheel and better handle
such scenarios for the future.
Before their time on the
road, students had different reasons for wanting to
get a driver’s license. Etienne Rousseau (12) was
aware of the problem that
his lack of license presented to those around him.
“[My parents] didn’t
want to give me rides to
places anymore, so in order to get to places, I had to

ask my friends every time.
Instead, I just got a license
that way I could take myself and I could go wherever I want at any time.”
Nitin Bharadwaj (12)
also felt limited without the ability to drive.
“Most of my friends had
licenses before I got mine,
so it definitely did get to me.
Like, you’re there [at home],
they’re having fun out here,
they get to leave their house

whenever they want.”
For other students,
attaining a driver’s license wasn’t a matter of
leisure. Akshay Gona
(12) depends on his license because he needs

Continued on page 7

A Blaze of Falsehoods (Cont.)
these alarms have prevented the regular flow of
teachers’ plans for the day.
“It’s just a big disruption.
And every time we have to
evacuate, we go out there and
we wait and then we get the
all clear and then we’ll come
back. It just disrupts the day.
The timing of the fire alarms
has also served to be an issue for teachers. Mrs. Reid,
a Spanish teacher at American, believes the ones during the passing periods have
been the most troublesome.
“The second one on
Tuesday...I had half of my
fifth period class with me,
and half of my third period
class with me, so I have to
keep track of everyone from
third period, but half of
my third period was on the
other side of the campus already,” Mrs. Reid points out.
Besides the confusion
of passing periods, another
grave concern has arisen
that the overabundance of
fire alarms in the recent
14-day period has left some
feeling desensitized to them.
“Talking to other teachers, it’s kind of like The Boy
Who Cried Wolf,” explains
Mrs. Reid. “The seriousness of it has kind of somewhat been taken away.”
However, despite the
wasted class time and disruptive nature of these false

fire alarms, it is crucial that
the American student body
does not let its guard down.
“We can’t assume that a fire
alarm would be false,” emphasizes Assistant Principal
Vuong. “We have to treat it as
if it’s the real thing, because
we want to make sure that
students and staff are safe.”
Mr. Cain agrees, and
emphasizes that for students, the procedure to
follow is straightforward,

and crucial to understand.
“First and foremost, go
outside. Go to an evacuation
place, check in with an adult
first and foremost. That’s the
key. Then you can get directed to the other one but
don’t go through the building,” urges Mr.Cain. “ I don’t
care if it takes you a little bit
longer to walk around things
like that and that’s a hassle.
Safety’s number one, so
please be outside of the build-

ings and go talk to an adult.”
The false fire alarms have
been a dangerous distraction for the fire department, wasted student and
staff time, and will result in
serious consequences for
the student perpetrators.
However, while the false fire
alarms have definitely been
annoying to say the least,
they have had some benefit, according to Mr. Vuong.
“The silver lining here is

that we get the practice that
we need in terms of what
the protocols and procedures are to evacuate properly, and in orderly fashion
that keeps everyone safe.
So the good thing here is
that even if it ends up being a false fire alarm, as long
as we treat it real and we
get that practice and if the
real thing happens we’ll be
prepared” Mr. Vuong says.

October 21st, students gather out on the football field after the second fire alarm that day. While fire alarms
usually elicit a sharp response from its recipients, the sheer number of false alarms in the past few weeks
seems to have muted this reaction. Recalling one of the fire alarms, Iman Tariq (12) says, “and then all of a
sudden, the fire alarm went off and rather than getting scared like how everyone usually does and screaming or something, there was just a collective sigh, a collective groan from everyone. Like, ‘Seriously? Again? I
don’t want to do this anymore.’”
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Winter Session
December 2021 – March 2022

SAT Winter Boot Camp
Winter Break Boot Camp: December 27–30 & January 3–6
Spring Extension: January 11 – March 5
Sunday

Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

Saturday

Dec 26

Dec 27

Dec 28

Dec 29

Dec 30

Dec 31

Jan 1

Test 9:00am-12:30pm

Class 1:30pm - 5:30pm

Test 9:00am-12:30pm

Class 1:30pm - 5:30pm

Jan 7

Jan 8

Class 1:30pm - 5:30pm

Jan 2

Class 1:30pm - 5:30pm

Jan 3

Jan 4

Jan 5

Jan 6

Test 9:00am-12:30pm

Class 1:30pm - 5:30pm

Test 9:00am-12:30pm

Class 1:30pm - 5:30pm

Class 1:30pm - 5:30pm

Test
Preparation

Class 1:30pm - 5:30pm

Tutoring +
GPA Boost

Unique
Extracurriculars

Academic
Enrichment

College
Consulting

Elite Prep Fremont
www.eliteprep.com

155 Anza St. • Fremont, CA 94539
(510) 979-0808
fremont@eliteprep.com

Bringing Back the Nostalgia
that was really oval shaped,
holds many recollections of probably one foot wide.
(Cont.)
other people and planning
an outing is a hassle. Especially as an adult with children during a busy time of
year. Luckily, being in the
area, Ledesma explains, “It
got super crowded, so [my
family and I] would drive
by and be like ‘Oh, look at
all the people in the parking lot’ and we’ll come back
on a different day. You can
drive by and see how full
the parking lot is. It was
good, you know other kids
are enjoying it too, but it
has gotten very crowded.”
Watching children go
through the activities may
be entertaining, however,
going as a child is another
story. Junior Patrick Tan

different ventures he had at
Perry Farms, a special place
to him. He elaborates, “We
definitely go through every
single activity there, especially the corn maze. That
was the most significant
one to [my family and I]
not because it’s a corn maze,
but it was the most fun and
memorable
experience.”
Mentioning that he and
his family do all the activities, they also created their
own little games to enhance
the experience. One of these
games included competing
to try to find the best shaped
pumpkin. Tan recalls, “In one
of these competitions, [we
were] trying to find the most
oval shaped one possible
and I ended up finding one

to get around for sports.
“I go to volleyball practice a lot. I play [in] grass
tourneys, I play at the beach,
[and] I play on indoor
courts. So to get to practice,
I gotta get around— and because my family has a third
car, I would take that car.”
Though their reasons
for getting a license seemed
urgent at first, the amount
of time they actually spent
exercising their ability to
drive varied. Dishant Vandra (12) has been using
his license for a long time.
“I’ve been driving for
about a year and a half.”
He goes on to explain, “I
started driving towards the
beginning of quarantine.
I started working on [my]
driver’s ed[ucation] as soon
as school was shut down
around March or April.”
On the other hand, Nitin has not been using his
driver’s license as much
as he had anticipated.
“I got my license, at the

beginning of August… I’ve
had my license for about
two months now and I don’t
drive that much— I drive to
school everyday but it’s really only a five minute drive.”
Akshay also hasn’t been
on the road for too long.
“I got [my driver’s license] in
April 2021, so that is close to
6 months [on the road] now.”
However, in that small
amount of time they spent
behind the wheel, these
students all experienced
terrifying moments on
the road. Akshay went
on to share a particularly
memorable incident he
witnessed while driving.
“One of the weirdest things
I’ve seen was a guy driving on
the opposite side of the freeway. He made the turn at the
‘do not enter’ sign… where
the other cars exit the freeway, he entered the freeway.”
Etienne also had a
memorable
encounter with a reckless driver.
“This one time this guy

It was really odd shaped.”
Looking back at the
memories made at Perry
Farm brings up feelings that
some may not have realized
they had. Tan explored his
thoughts on the pumpkin
patch and realized it wasn’t
only the things he and his
family did there, but the people and environment around
them that kept the pumpkin
patch close to him. He further explains, “The people
definitely contributed to the
experience being a whole lot
nicer. If everyone was mean,
if everyone didn’t care, then
I probably would not have
enjoyed the experience.”
Continuously going to
Perry Farms creates a connection to it that the people
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who don’t regularly visit
don’t have. After creating
that connection, Perry Farms
may appear as an overall
feeling rather than an event
that happens every year.
Tan experiences this as he
doesn’t have a favorite memory, instead he feels, “Being
there as a whole, there were
no specific memories mainly because I was a bit too
young to actually remember.
I was under 10 years old,
so I’ve forgotten the specifics of going to Perry Farms,
but, I remember enjoying
the whole experience of being able to pick a pumpkin
and being able to go with
family, enjoy the climates.”
Though Tan may not have
too many specifics, a younger and more recent visitor
may. Cameron Sarmiento, a
fifth grader at Blacow Elementary, ponders over going

to Perry Farms with his older
brother, Ian. “[I remember]
how Ian and I used to race
through [the corn maze] to
see who would get through
it faster,” Sarmiento pictures.
Being the younger brother,
he usually got lost and followed his brother through
the maze. Instead, he would
try to find other ways to challenge his brother. Thinking
back to spending time at the
pumpkin patch, Sarmiento
laughs, remembering, “taking [the wheel barrow]
from [my older brother]
while he was driving it.”
Although there’s no longer
Perry Farms, the memories
that many treasure and share
are still there. Luckily, there
will still be a pumpkin patch
run by Dig Deep Farms
that has been approved for
a lease for the next 5 years.

License to Carry (Cont.)
was swerving around and I
had to be pretty safe around
him. [The] guy was driving
crazy and that was pretty
close to getting into an accident. That was the scariest thing because the guy
was swerving everywhere
and I had to swerve out
of his way. This was when
I first got my license too
which is pretty scary— a
month into my license.”
Dishant reflected on the
dangers on the road saying,
“[Road rage] happens a lot
more often than I thought
it would. You’ll get on the
road and there’ll be a lot of
reckless drivers… I see a lot
of drivers who speed and
swerve through lanes and
stuff.” He added, “I’ve driven
around the Bay and down
to S.D. even— San Diego—
and on those roads you’ll
meet a lot of crazy drivers.”
Unfortunately, adults

New drivers have to find parking space
under pressure before school starts
in this tight lot. Dishant Vandra (12)
shares his experience trying to find a
place to park before his classes start.
“It was the parking that took me a
while to get down because you have
to enter a parking spot at a certain
angle—especially with a lot of cars being around, you don’t want to crash in
a parking lot.”

aren’t the only threat to student drivers on the road.
Students are also a threat to
each other since not all teenagers have the maturity to
suppress reckless tendencies.
Nitin explains teenagers’
daring nature to break the
law. “I mean when you give
a teenager a license, what do
you expect? I don’t think you
can just expect them to obey
rules and just not drive other
people because we are teenagers, we want to hang out.”
Dishant also adds his
observation on teenagers’ unnecessary boldness.
“I’ve definitely heard of
students who do that… a
lot of students once they get
their license— they don’t really pay attention to those
rules where you’re not supposed to drive other minors before your first year
of having your license. It’s
a lot more prevalent than
I thought it would be.”
The actions of others cannot always be controlled, and these student
drivers will never be fully
safe on the road. However,
there are steps that can be
taken to master the art of
defensive driving, and students need to learn these
as young as possible so
they can hone their driving
skills for their future safety.

Nitin is aiming to improve his awareness. He
wants to be a better driver
for his safety and the safety of those around him.
“[I want to get better
at] concentrating. It’s really easy when you’re at
the wheel to just lose track
of everything… it’s really
easy to get lost in thought
for sure because driving on
the road— it’s like you’re
caught up in a wave almost and you’re just going
with the motion of the car.”
Akshay wants to practice his freeway driving
in which he has to manage the speed of his car.
“What I want to improve most is freeway driving. I don’t really drive
much on the freeway… the
most dangerous part about
the freeway is merging.”
Different drivers have
different weaknesses on the
road. Some of these people
never took the time to address their bad driving habits and are a liability to others. Because of this, the road
which student drivers share
won’t be perfect. However,
this only makes it more crucial for these young adults
to gain exposure to what
awaits them so they can gain
experience handling reckless drivers in the future.
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The Evolution of
Spirit Week

How Spirit Week has changed throughout the years, according to
teachers and alumni
Sinchan Mishra
Staff Writer

For as long as anyone—
student or staff—can remember, AHS has held
Spirit Week. Over the period of five days every October, our school is transformed by themed displays
in the rotunda, daily rallies, dress-up days, and a
tangible feeling of school
and class spirit. Even a
global pandemic couldn’t
stop us last year, and just
a few weeks ago our student body leaders worked
around this year’s restrictions to give us an in-person Spirit Week to remember. Spirit Week is one of
if not the most important
tradition we have as Eagles.
Despite its enduring legacy, Spirit Week has definitely gone through changes over time… more than
most of us might expect.
One

of the traditions
that has seen a lot of adjustments is set-building,
an undeniably important
aspect of Spirit Week.
Each class works hard for
months building backdrops and other constructions that fit their chosen
theme. Often, that means
remodeling structures that
don’t look up to standard
and procuring furniture
that can be repurposed.
But for Mr. Benn, who
teaches Physics and graduated from American in
1982, set preparations
looked a lot different. “We
didn’t have months and
months and months,” Mr.
Benn said. “We couldn’t
rebuild stuff… we basically had to cram it all in a
relatively short amount of
time. Three weeks, maybe.”

However, that didn’t stop
sets from looking as magnificent as they do now.
According to Mrs. Wheaton, who graduated just a
few years after Mr. Benn
and now teaches Engineering, sets were much
more of an elaborate affair.
“Because we had less
students, [each class got]
an entire one quarter of
the rotunda to decorate…
we would have stuff hanging from the ceilings [and]
more structures,” she said.
She recalls a year when one
of the classes created a fabulous centerpiece for their
Under the Sea themed set: “I
think it was supposed to be a
clamshell… it was [made of]
metal and tulle fabric and
[it had] lights. It was gorgeous. It was so impressive!”
How is it possible that
sets managed to be so much
more extravagant despite
being built in so little time?
It seems that back in the day,
Spirit Week planners were
focused on fewer activities.
According to Mr. Benn,
dance performances did not
play as big of a role, which
allowed more attention and
resources to go toward sets.
“I’m so old that MTV
was still new [in high
school],” he said. “And so
we had less emphasis on
dance numbers than today.”
“I feel like [our dances
were] more generic,” Mrs.
Wheaton stated further.
“We were in the age of Michael Jackson’s Thriller,
where he revolutionized
the group dance. So that
was [still] getting started.”
Both teachers agree
that skits were a larger factor of Spirit Week. “It was
more skit-centered,” Mrs.
Wheaton recalls. “They had
a real plot, versus [now,]
when students think, ‘how
can we build a skit around

dances?’ And I remember
more teachers being in the
skits… they would drag
us [into] them back then.
“Parents came and watched
[rallies] during the day,”
Mrs. Wheaton added. “Our
school got so big… we don’t
have a venue big enough for
everybody to come watch.
So that’s how the nighttime
performances got started.”

that this is a key difference
in today’s Spirit Week in
comparison to the one of her
generation: “There was more
competition [than] unity…
we’ve lost that class competition. I liked that competition, it was fun. Especially
the year we were juniors
and we beat the seniors!”
However, Bella Jiang, a
previous ASB President who

tisan” for his sophomores,
Mr. Creger says that Spirit
Week “is more orderly
[now]… the requirements
are more cohesive and easier for students to thrive.”
While much of Spirit
Week has changed greatly,
what hasn’t is the level of
hard work that students
put into each of its aspects.
From sets to dance perfor-

Caption: Spirit Week 1980: The Class of 1982 crowds on the bleachers of the
large gym during a lunchtime rally. They are dressed in various costumes
and hold up posters cheering on their classmates. “Everybody [in the class]
dressed in the class color to show their spirit on that day,” said Mrs. Wheaton. PC: Aerie, Volume 8.

Rallies and sets have definitely seen a lot of changes,
but Spirit Week has never
been limited to these activities. Unsurprisingly, dressup days have evolved as well.
“Instead of colors and
different
themes,
you
dressed [based on] what
your [class’s] topic was,”
Mrs. Wheaton said. “So if
the freshmen were doing
pirates, all the freshmen
would dress up as pirates.”
“You only dressed for
your day,” Mr. Benn added.
Mrs. Wheaton believes

graduated last year, said,
“It can get really competitive at American. I think it’s
important to remember to
have fun… we want all four
grades to feel like they’re part
of the school community.”
Mr. Creger, who has been
teaching at American longer than any other current
staff member, concurs. “The
guidelines [for Spirit Week]
have been much improved.
[They] reward classes for
good sportsmanship, which
is a big advance.” Despite admitting he can get a bit “par-

mances to skits to dressing
up, there has always been
an underlying current of
passion that is unique to
AHS. Spirit Week is bound
to evolve as time goes on,
but as all Eagles will tell
you, it isn’t going anywhere.

Spirit Week Results:

Sets
1st - 2022
2nd - 2023
3rd - 2024
3rd - 2025

Morning March
1st - 2022
2nd - 2023
3rd - 2024
3rd - 2025
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Skits
1st - 2022
2nd - 2023
2nd - 2024
4th - 2025

Masked Emotions

Masks pose a challenge to everyday life, but how does it affect theater?
The fall play, at first
glance, might seem like
your standard school
play, however, production
has to face new obstacles
that have arisen due to
new protocols revolving
around Covid-19 and the
safety of students and staff.
The AHSPA (American
High School Performing
Arts) took a break from
production for the past
year and a half, but they
have the privilege of performing this year’s fall play,
Pride and Prejudice. Pride
and Prejudice by Jane Austen is a novel that follows
the romance of Elizabeth
Bennet and Fitzwilliam
Darcy, taking place in the
early 19th century. The production is an adaptation of
the story is a modern and
colorful rendition adapted
by Kate Hamil, a talented
actress, and playwright.
Coming back to an activity that you haven’t done
in a long time can pose a
learning curve to the activity since you did not practice for a long time. How-

ever, this was not the case
for the director, Mr. River,
who directed 16 plays previous to this one. According
to Mr. River, coming back to
directing was not hard as he
explains, “It’s like [putting
on an] old hat.” Directing is
second nature to him as he’s
been doing it for such a long
time. One of ASHPA’s longtime actors, Ashna Kimani
(12) felt slightly different than Mr. River, stating,
“Sometimes I feel like we get
a little awkward on stage. I
think I still have it, it’s just
a matter of getting it back
up and running.” Kimani is
playing the role of Mary and
Mr. Bingley and has worked
in productions since she
was in elementary school.
Kimani may have a slightly
difficult time transitioning at
first, but she has enough theater experience to get back
on track with her acting.
Transitioning back to acting is a small obstacle that
the production might face,
but there are larger hurdles
in their way. The main barrier for Mr. River is the
technical aspects of masks
as he explains, “the biggest
technical obstacle for the

fall play [are] masks to be
quite honest, which are kind
of a way of life.” Kimani’s
experiences with the masks
make her acting hard because “They’re so bad with
muffling voices. We have to
learn how to enunciate and
project a lot more.” Masks
annoy many people since
they have to wear them all
day, but they haven’t posed a

Class Activity
1st - 2023
2nd - 2024
3rd - 2022
3rd - 2025

Personal Spirit
1st - 2022
2nd - 2023
2nd - 2024
4th - 2025

Unifying Spirit
1st - 2022
2nd - 2023
3rd - 2024
4th - 2025

Kelly Li
Staff Writer

Dances
1st - 2022
2nd - 2023
2nd - 2024
4th - 2025
technical difficulty for most
until now. Since a large part
of acting is dialogue, projecting becomes much more
important in acting with
masks. To solve part of the
issues masks pose, Mr. River explains, “If we’re gonna
wear masks, we’re probably
gonna have to mic the students.” Mics are a great fix
for projection issues, but it
can be bothersome to set up.
Scenes that depend on
facial expression, will be a
barrier that the AHSPA will
have to face because of face
mask protocols. Protocols
like this are necessary but

Coin Drive
1st - 2024
2nd - 2023
3rd - 2022
4th - 2025
can be a large nuisance
to events such as the fall
play. Kimani describes
the difficulties of masks
by saying, “We can’t read
each other’s expressions
when we’re acting, so we
kind of have to imagine it
in our head. How would
this person be reacting?
What kind of face would
they be making at this
moment? So it’s a little bit
more work on our part.”
Emily Strout (12) the
Continued on page 11

Mr. River describes the plot of the fall play stating, “It’s Jane Austen’s Pride and Prejudice, [a] classic story about Elizabeth Bennet and Mr. Darcy. It’s been movies and musicals before. There’s a woman named Kate Hamill, who is a contemporary adapter of
plays and also an actress, so she’s adapted Sense and Sensibility and Pride and Prejudice and other stories like Little Women, for the modern stage so that it’s contemporary
it [has] humor, but she stays true to the dialogue and the story of the original.”

Dress Ups
1st - 2022
2nd - 2023
3rd - 2024
4th - 2025

Student Voting
1st - 2022
2nd - 2023
3rd - 2024
4th - 2025

Final Results!! 2022 - 1st Place, 2023 - 2nd Place, 2024 - 3d Place, 2025 - 4th Place

When The Money Dries Up
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Ronnie Lord
Staff Writer

How is water polo at American High dealing with their equipment and budget issues?

When you think of high
school sports, the one that
comes to mind is usually
football. Football gets much
of the attention during the
fall, but another sport that
occurs during this time is
water polo. 27 boys and 19
girls make up these teams,
but they are dealing with
a huge problem right now.
This season, the AHS
water polo teams have been
dealing with an equipment issue. During summer practices, some students noticed the balls
lacked grip. As the season
began, more cracks started
to show. Many players, and
even the coach, wondered
why they were stuck with
unsuitable equipment, and
found new ways to adapt.
“Our scoreboard is down.
The lane lines are half broken, and cages are extremely
old. The only thing that re-

ally works to be honest,
is the shot clocks, everything else needs to be replaced,” shares Coach Amy,
who coaches all 4 teams.
Junior Roman Fanto
talks about his equipment
experience at the beginning of the year. “We just
got new ones[balls] right at
the start of the year, but before, everything was nasty.
We had to clean everything
off. It was all old and full
of poop and stuff like that.”
Zikai Lian (9) talks about
one notable game affected
by the equipment issues.
“They had to pause the
girls’ game for 15 minutes.”
Fanto also mentions how
this affects his free time,
and even academic time. “It
just makes it hard to have
a consistent game. Some
games run longer because
of that. It goes over schedule. It’s like we get home at
9:00, 9:30, 10:00. None of us
can do homework on time.”
Lian has some theories on

how sports funds are distributed. “We only get 2 to 3% of
all the money and football
and basketball get at least
50% which is pretty unfair.”
Mr. Hashimoto, one of the
school’s athletic directors,
hopes to dispel these rumors.
“All of the money comes

from the money made at the
gate and donations. We don’t
get much from the district.”
He explains what school
athletics do get from the district. “The only thing the district pays for is safety equipment. Catcher’s gear and
helmets for baseball/soft-

ball, alongside headgear for
wrestling and water polo.”
Lian, alongside some of
his teammates, have some
issues with their headgear
Continued on page 11

During halftime of a water polo home game on Wednesday against Mission, Coach
Amy motivates her players (left to right) Mahita Ma (10), Crystal Ip (9), Yunshan Li
(11) Dia Gupta (10), Mandy Fang (12), Yufei Dang (9), and Johannah George (10).
The JV girls team would go on to lose in a close double overtime game.

Should the New Schedule Be Here to Stay? (Cont.)
swap part way through.
There’s also run days where
they have the runs for the
first half and then the activity for the second. So,
we’re at least trying to make
it not be an hour and a
half of the same activity.”
FLEX time has been a major asset to the double block
schedule, and a significant
reason as to why students
like this new schedule so
much. Harshini Vakkalagadda (12) says “FLEX is so
much more helpful this year.
I think FLEX is one good
thing that came out of four
block days because you have
more time in school to complete your stuff, and in case
you have homework help,
you can go to your teachers.
I just find having four FLEXs
way better than having two.”
Students and teachers alike

find block days much more
helpful in terms of academics as well as mental health as
opposed to six-period days.
Some even find it a tool for
a more beneficial academic
future. “The reality is, this is
what college is like. This is
what work is like, and so it’s
really good training. It kind
of gets people used to what
they’re going to experience
when they go to college. Typically, many college classes
will meet once a week and
that’s it,” says Ms. Jeung, an
econ and sociology teacher.
Alivia Zhang (12) feels
that the majority of her
stress has been relieved with
the change. “During ninth
grade and tenth grade, I was
given six classes worth of
homework and because all
of those were going to be due
the next day, it really added a

lot of pressure on me. Having six period days gives
you too little time to learn
some concepts. With block
days, the teacher gives you
time to focus on what you
need to learn and you can
ask the teacher questions. It
really helps me understand
the concepts I’m learning.”
Despite having to adjust
to a completely new way of
things, many students and
teachers are in favor of continuing double block in the
future. Ms. Jeung thinks
that, if possible, even more
block days should be incorporated. “I think the more
block periods, the better.
I absolutely love it. It just
makes it a lot more possible
for kids to get everything
done at school and not really
have to take stuff home, and
they stay focused. Block, as

far as educational research
goes, and even how the
brain functions, is a much
more conducive way, especially at your guys’ age.”
Patil, who is supportive of
having four block days with
one regular six-period day
proposes a minor change to
the order of the days. “I personally like the schedule that
we have right now, except I’d
just like to keep the six period days on Friday because
on Monday, nobody’s really
that excited to come from the
weekend and have to do all
the six periods. That’s kind of
rough, so I’d probably want
to do the schedule that we
had [at Thornton] last year
where it would be Monday,
Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday block days and then Friday was the sixth period.”
Zhang, on the other

hand, believes Monday
is just right for the sixperiod day. “I think having one six period day [on
Monday] is good because
it kind of serves as an introduction to the week
and also wakes you up for
the entire week for class.”
The response to the
double block schedule at
American has been relatively positive. As Vakkalagadda says, “It’s definitely
been a change to adjust to
four block days, but it has
its pros and cons. I think
because the pace goes slower, the quality is better. You
might not be able to learn
as much as you can if you
have a different amount of
days, but you learn better.”

When The Money Dries
Up (Cont.)
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The Fall of SNL

Analyzing the recent decline in popularity
of NBC’s Saturday Night Live

money isn’t there. “In the
last few weeks we’ve looked
into a quote for the scoreSahana Narayan
board. But whenever we
Staff Writer
see the price, we back off.”
There hasn’t been a quote
“Live from New York,
yet, but looking back on history, he shares this astonish- it’s Saturday Night!” It’s a
ing figure. “The gym score- familiar sound, well known
board was around $30k a to the thousands of Amerifew years ago, but it’s prob- can families settling in for a
ably gone up even more.” night in front of the televiSo just how much does sion. From Obama dressing
water polo get? While our up for Halloween to Taylor
current funding can’t afford Swift’s musical monologue
us a new scoreboard, Coach and Pete Davidson’s “Chad”
Amy is happy with what her impression, it’s needless
players were able to raise. to say that Saturday Night
“We had a good year with it. Live is iconic. But, over the
We just invested $4,000 into past few years, the show’s
the new shot clocks. With- tremendous reputation has
out that fundraiser, I don’t taken a turn for the worse.
On October 11, 1975,
know we would have honSaturday
Night Live made
estly been able to get those.”
This isn’t the only nec- its debut on NBC. It quickly
essary expense either. Mr. developed a cult following;
Hashimoto explores where the show’s observational
some of the other money and sketch comedy apgoes. “Some of the money pealed to the main demogoes to state membership, graphic of the baby boomer
section membership, and generation. In addition, the
league membership. Each show’s reputation as a stepsport also needs to pay 3 ping-stone to some degree
to 4 thousand dollars just of fame encouraged many
to pay for refs every year.” up-and-coming comedians
So what are the solutions?
Coach Amy shares her final
thoughts on this topic. “I
think it’s about reaching out
and actually reaching out,
and not complaining, like,
‘Oh, we need something’
but you know, taking action
Andy Luu
and reaching out to people
Staff Writer
and seeing what we can do.”
Laptops can just as easily
be
a distracting tool to
Students prepare to peer review their essay rough drafts
take your mind off things
due at the end of the period. Since the return from online
as it can be one of the most
learning, teachers have come to accept the immense amount
productive tools in the classof utility that personal laptops bring into the classroom. “I
room. The increase in dedo think that having access to your own computer makes
pendency on technology, eslife a lot easier to stay on track of assignments.” says English
teacher Ms. Luong
pecially after online school
in the previous year, brings
about concern from teachers
about students using their
technology appropriately.
But Jalen Reyes (11) believes that teachers do not
have anything to be concerned about. Her laptop’s
main function is to aid in
her quest to get her academics done. “[My laptop]
is more for schoolwork

though. “You know when
we go out our caps are plain
blue, but everyone else
has logos on it and all that
stuff? So we just look broke
because our caps are bad.”
Fanto shares this sentiment. “I mean, it feels
like our hard work doesn’t
get represented as well”.
Aside from the lack of
style, there is also a shortage
of caps. Sean Gambhir (9)
points out, “Once the team
before us is done we have
to warm up. Once they’re
fully done we finally get the
caps before we go into the
game” Other schools in the
district don’t have this issue.
The biggest issue, however, is the scoreboard. Junior Hadi Hassanin, 3 year
veteran, mentions another
time equipment failure
halted play. “One time the
scoreboard was not working. We had to forget everything that was done that
took an extra 30 minutes
because it happened in between multiple games.”
Coach Amy has dealt
with these scoreboard issues for years though. “The
scoreboard has always been
an issue even when I played.
I went to James Logan high
school and I graduated like
10 years ago, and the scoreboard was always an issue.”
The school has noticed
this problem too. Mr. Hashimoto endorses the idea of
a new scoreboard, but the

to join the show. Some notable performers that got their
start on SNL are Bill Murray,
Eddie Murphy, Chris Rock,
Adam Sandler, Amy Pohler,
and more. That’s what made
SNL different. The focus
wasn’t on the celebrity appearances or the politics;
it was about new faces on
television, people that carried loads of talent that just
wanted a chance to be heard.
In recent years, however,
that focus has shifted, and
the effects of that shift have
clearly shown in recent ratings. SNL kicked off its 47th
season premiere on October
2nd with one of the lowest
ratings in the show’s history.
According to reports from
Nielsen, ratings for the show
plummeted 35% from the
last season’s opener, bringing
in just 3.5 million viewers.
Some attribute this decline
to the rocky political climate,
as the trademark SNL political sketches seem unfitting
in the face of much bigger
social issues. Others think

it’s because of its loss of the
show’s primary audience,
demonstrated by a preliminary report from Nielsen
showing a 13% drop in
viewership in the 18-48
group from the last season.
This could be due to a lack
of young writers behind
the show. For instance, Michael Che and Colin Jost,
the head writers, are both
nearing 40 years of age.
But, this drop in viewership could also be credited
to the overarching fact that
SNL is becoming increasingly irrelevant. SNL used
to have the power and influence to decide what was
funny and who would get
careers and who wouldn’t.
But, that was 30 years ago.
In an age where a kid can
simply pick up a phone
and make a joke and wield
that same amount of inContinued on page 13

The Key(board) to Success?

Laptops: a useful tool or a hindrance to
students in the classroom?
or research or anything
that requires a laptop…
normally it’s just school,”
Bringing laptops to school
has the ability to make doing school work much
more efficient. So much
so that students like Reyes
are noticing “more teachers are being lenient with
[laptops]” even though
there is the risk of students
getting easily distracted.
First year English teacher
Ms. Luong shows her faith in
her students, trusting them to
know and do the right thing.
“Well usually it’s pretty
obvious when someone’s not
on task, and I’ll just ask them
to shut it off and put it away,”
Ms.Luong says. “If you’re
not getting the content

you’re supposed to be getting, you’re gonna be lost…
if you choose to be on your
laptop and not pay attention
to what we’re learning, in the
long run, that’s affecting you.”
Just as easily as laptops
can distract, they can also
bring about major academic
improvement by making it
easier for students to stay
organized. Ian Lorenzo (12)
brings his laptop to school
daily, using it for the convenience of being able to finish
all of his school assignments.
“I start working and doing my homework…It helps
me organize my things, and
Continued on page 15
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Searching for a New Friend
An unpredictable adventure

Natalie Loo
Staff Writer
“A dog is a man’s best
friend.” This phrase, however cliché, rings true for many
people who have chosen to
adopt a dog into their family.
Finding a dog is an intimidating ordeal, but not one
that members of the American High School community
have been unable to tackle.
Many of those at American
High can attest to how much
their dogs have brought to
their lives. Ms. Nauss, a Social Studies teacher here at
American, gives us a little
insight into her dog Blue’s
character. “I think Blue as
a puppy was just very intelligent from the beginning.
She was like a miniature
child wrapped into a dog’s
body,” Ms. Nauss describes.
Other dogs in the American High community, such
as Angelle Mercado’s white
fluffy dog Dior, are full of

excitement and joy. “When
I get home from school, she
jumps up at us and jumps
up at our legs and she’s really excited. She’s also really attached to everyone
in our family, so she’s really loving like that. But
overall she’s just really energetic,” Mercado reflects.

got smarter. I had taught her
to hit the back door of our
door to go to the bathroom.
And that’s how she would
tell me she needed to go out.
And so then it became, she
would just sit there and stare
at you and hit it [the door]
over and over again even if
you’d already gone out be-

Ms. Nauss’s dog Blue comes to class on a daily basis, using her cuteness to tempt bits of food
off Ms. Nauss’s students. She also stands in as the volleyball team’s “unofficial (kinda official) team mascot” and acts as an “emotional support dog for [the team]” according to Joyce
Liu (12). Here Blue is pictured with three members of the volleyball team: Alexa Rentar
(11), Jalyn Javier (12), and Jewel Gerardo (10).

Masked Emotions (Cont.)

actor of the main character, Lizzy, explains, “It’s a
lot harder to get across facial expressions, and sometimes you have to speak a
lot louder just so we can
hear through the masks, but
sometimes it helps us a lot
because we’re laughing so
much.” Hiding those facial
features makes the portrayal
of a character much more
difficult for actors to act
and for people to perceive.
Having limited facial expression adds many changes
to the portrayal of scenes, as
Mr. River explains, “There’s
a line of Mr. Darcy in the
play where he’s supposed to
say, ‘She smiles too much
and then he’s supposed to
show how to make fun of
her smile. But we can’t see it
because he’s behind a mask.’”
Regardless of the obstacles AHSPA has to face,
the cast is excited to come

But Ms. Nauss’s dog
Blue definitely has a rebellious streak as well. “I realized at an early age that
she watches TV,” Ms. Nauss
explains. “She would just
watch television while I did
my homework in the living room. And then she got
older and just progressively

back to the theater, as it offers a lot of new opportunities for the people involved
in the production. Strout
describes this experience as
“great because there’s a lot of
underclass freshmen that I
get to meet.” Theater creates
opportunities that will make
our community grow closer.
The fall play coming back
creates an ecstatic atmosphere as Mr. River expresses, “I’m excited to be back.”
Ashna also mentions, “ It’s a
lot of fun, finally getting back
[into theater], its something
that I’ve missed for a while.”
The excitement of returning to the theater will offer
many memorable moments
for the production. The obstacles they face will be a
mere stepping stone for the
journey to a successful play.

cause she understood how
the system works. So that’s
kind of Blue in a nutshell,
she’s very good at getting
you to do what she wants
to do.” Lively and even a bit
manipulative, it seems that
Blue truly did start off as a
“miniature child” and can be
a bit of a handful sometimes.
Ms. Nauss found Blue
at a breeder. While most
people find their dogs at
rescues or animal shelters,
there are some definite benefits in adopting through a
breeder as well. “My experience is that if you have a really knowledgeable breeder,
they can really kind of pair
you with the dog that is best
for you. And I’ve seen that
out of Blue’s breeder. Blue’s
breeder has done a phenomenal job of matching

Continued on page 13

The Rise of a New Era
in Marvel

Asian actors and directors seize the chance to make an
impact through this acclaimed studio.
Natalie Loo
Staff Writer
*Cue the Marvel intro music* A little over
a month ago, the film
Shang-Chi and the Legend of the Ten Rings finally hit theaters. As audience members settled into
their seats and the iconic
title sequence faded from
the big screen, this milestone movie began to
play. It was the first time a
Marvel movie would feature an Asian protagonist.
Shang-Chi is played
by Chinese-Canadian actor Simu Liu previously

known for his role as Jung
Kim in the award-winning
television show Kim’s Convenience. In Shang-Chi, Liu
is supported by a robust cast
of other Asian and AsianAmerican actors including
Michelle Yeoh, a Malaysian
actress who has played acclaimed roles in films like
Crouching Tiger, Hidden
Dragon, and Crazy Rich
Asians, and Awkwafina, a
Chinese- and Korean-American actress and comedian
who acted alongside Yeoh in
Crazy Rich Asians and won
a Golden Globe for her performance in The Farewell.
Other notable members of
the cast include Chinese

actress Meng’er Zheng
(who plays Shang-Chi’s
sister), and Hong Kong
star Tony Leung Chiu-wai
(who plays the father).
But what has perhaps
made the film even more
special are its nods to eastAsian (mainly Chinese)
culture. The film was directed and co-written by
Destin Daniel Cretton, a
Japanese-American who
clearly did his research
into Chinese culture. The
mythical creatures in Ta

Continued on page 13
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The Fall of SNL
(Cont.)
fluence, SNL can no longer depend on using its
name and reputation to
maintain its popularity.
That’s not to say that
the show has never had a
rough patch. Over its 46
years on television, it has
faced many obstacles, and
the show has nearly been
cancelled a few times. But,
they worked to recast and
rehire, working through
the show’s hurdles and
coming back stronger. If
we’re being honest, the
show can probably afford
to coast off of the celebrity

appearances and the overused jokes for a few more
years, but no one’s going to
really notice or care when
the show finally leaves the
airwaves. If SNL wants to
remain relevant in the eyes
of the new generations,
they need to make serious changes to their cast
and writing team because
sooner or later, Saturday
nights are going to be
looking a lot different for
many American families.

Searching for a New
Friend (Cont.)
the temperament of what
she sees out of these puppies to what a couple may
want,” Ms. Nauss explains.
For people who don’t have
much experience with dogs,
going through someone like
Blue’s breeder, who has plenty of experience interacting
with both dogs and their
owners, can help ensure a
better personality match.
After talking about her
experience with Blue, Ms.
Nauss described how she
found her other two dogs,
Sammy and Arya. She explains how most rescues use
foster families to take care
of the dogs before putting
them up for adoption. “They
go into homes in those families who spend an enormous
amount of time with them,
so they usually can have a
better idea of a temperament rather than a breeder
who may be in it more for
the money aspects,” she says.
Since breeders often have
many dogs to take care of, it
may be easier to judge a dog’s
personality if you can talk
to the family who fostered
it. It seems as though Ms.
Nauss has had positive expe-

riences with both breeders
and rescues, and the common thread has been talking to someone who is truly
knowledgeable about the
dogs and their dispositions.
Tessa Castellana, a senior at American High, also
found her dog Sylvia at a
rescue. Her process of finding the perfect match was a
little more straightforward.
“My sister was talking about
getting a dog, [so] my parents were like ‘okay, well let’s
go look at dogs for fun,’ so
we just went to the nearest
[rescue] that we found. We
weren’t actually planning
on getting her first [but] we
saw her, and we were like,
we need to take her home.’”
While rescues and breeders
are the most popular ways to
find a dog, some members
of the AHS community have
found more unconventional
means to find dogs. Angelle
Mercado found her dog on
Craigslist. “[My mom] was
really thinking about getting
a dog and she usually looks
at the official pet websites—I
think it’s Petfinder she usually goes to—but they’re really expensive. Some of the

The Rise of a New Era in Marvel
(Cont.)
Lo, the fantastical kingdom
in Shang Chi, are all based
on ones found in Chinese
mythology and culture. The
guardian lion, nine-tailed
fox, and even the cuddlylooking Morris are all creatures with cultural significance in Chinese mythology.
And though the film
does play into a few stereotypes, like centering the
film around martial arts and
having the final battle be
between two Chinese-style
dragons, it also portrays aspects of Chinese and Chinese-American culture in
ways only a few mainstream
films have. The blend between English and Mandarin is far more natural than
in other films and helps to
highlight the nuances between being Chinese and
being Chinese-American.
Having characters like Xia
Ling, who was born and
raised in the Chinese-esque

land of Ta Lo, interact with
characters like Katy, who is
a Chinese-American raised
in San Francisco, can help
a wide spectrum of Chinese and Chinese-Americans feel seen by this movie. While Katy represents
the struggle between her
Asian and American identities—one that so many
immigrant families face—
Xia Ling stands for parts of
Chinese culture rarely portrayed in western media.
Another nice touch is that
the film manages to avoid
harmful Asian stereotypes
like the oversexualization
of Chinese women and the
“Asian nerd” trope. Instead,
the characters seem wholly human, meaning they
don’t fall into typical cliches
and are easy to connect to.
So Marvel put out a
successful film that pays
homage to the beauty of

Chinese culture and showcases a great deal of onscreen Asian talent—but is
this just a one-time thing so
Marvel can say they stand
for diversity and representation? We can hope not.
Another MCU movie titled
The Eternals is coming out
on November 5 and it seems
like it will continue Marvel’s
work toward greater ethnic
representation. It is directed
by Chinese filmmaker Chloé
Zhao and features a powerhouse cast starring BritishAsian actress Gemma Chan,
Mexican-American actress
Salma Hayek, Korean actor
Ma Dong-seok, and Pakistani-American actor Kumail Ali Nanjiani, among
others. As we enter phase
two of the Marvel Cinematic
Universe, these two movies will hopefully be just
the beginning of Marvel’s
deviation from its majoritywhite cast of superheroes.

dogs can go for $1,000 and
adoption fees. So she would
go look on Craigslist,” Mercado says. “I think it’s also
because my brothers have
allergies to dogs. My mom
really wanted to find a really specific hypoallergenic
dog, and those can be really expensive.” And though
finding a dog through Craigslist can be seen as unusual,
it truly worked out for Angelle and her dog Dior. “The
family [who previously
owned Dior] had become
really busy and they already
had two or three dogs not
counting her, and they just
said that they couldn’t manage her, so they had to give
one of them away,” Mercado explains. Dior needed a home and Mercado’s
family needed a hypoallergenic dog. It just so happened that they found each
other through Craigslist.
Finding a dog to add to
your family is not always
a clear or straightforward
process. That being said, the
dog owners of American
High do have some advice
for those looking to find a
new furry companion. Ms.

Nauss’s main advice was
to find a dog who would
complement your lifestyle
and priorities. “My advice
would be to think about
the lifestyle you have, and
what kind of dog would fit
that lifestyle. I have an active lifestyle. And so I have a
dog that runs with me. She
enjoys running, and that’s a
big way to get her energy out
because she’s a high energy
dog. So if you’re looking to
get a dog that has a bit more
high energy, German Shepherds, Dobermans, cattle
breed dogs like Australian
shepherds--you need to have
a high active lifestyle. You
have to commit to the park
every day. You have to commit to these physical needs
of the dogs. For me, Goldendoodles don’t have that.
So when I was in college, it
was really easy to have her
in my apartment because
she was low maintenance,
and they were designed to
be low maintenance.” She
strongly supports rescues
but also recognizes that
“if you are rescuing, these
dogs do come from various
backgrounds,” which can

make them a little more difficult to care for. Castellana
recalls how her rescue dog
“was really defensive over
food” when they got her.
Ms. Nauss’s dog had similar
difficulties. “My first rescue
came from the back streets
of Kansas City and really
bad neighborhoods, so she
was afraid of all sounds. Being really understanding and
being committed to work
through those social emotional needs are really important,” Ms. Nauss reflects.
Mercado also has a few
parting words of wisdom.
“I think getting a dog from
a shelter is the best idea because they’re dogs that are in
need. But I think just keeping your heart and mind
open to dogs [is important]... sometimes dogs will
come to you in the weirdest places,” she advises.
Castellana’s advice, accompanied by a laugh, was the
simplest: “Be prepared for
unexpected stuff to happen.”
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Medical Column: At-Home Colon Cancer Screening on the Rise
A dive into medical news written by high schoolers, for high schoolers
Vrinda Chhatrapati, Vaishnavi Kurupath
Dr. Vinod Kurupath, Dr. Archana Nair, Mr. Vivek Sharma
Guest Writers

Intro:

With the pandemic making medical care for at-risk patient populations less accessible, at-home cancer tests are becoming more widely adopted
in health systems across the United States. In the past two decades, colon cancer has become the second-leading cause of cancer deaths in the
United States, with an astounding increase in the subset of millennials and younger adults testing positive. Like other cancers, many are misinformed on how to adopt preventive habits into their lifestyles, which is especially concerning considering its prevalence in the younger demographic of our population. In the midst of these statistics, at-home colorectal cancer tests, approved by the FDA in 2014, have become an integral
part of the initiative to fight colon cancer. These tests, often known as Cologuard, are essentially stool-sampling kits patients can use themselves.
This test works by screening for blood in the stool as well as any sequences in DNA that can cause polyps, an early indication of colon cancer.
With pandemic making medical care for at-risk patient populations less accessible, at-home cancer tests are becoming more widely adopted in
health systems across the United States. In particular, colonoscopies are being replaced by at-home colon cancer screening tests. While at-home
colorectal cancer tests raise concerns about effectiveness and incorporation in special circumstances, their impact on expanding colon cancer
screenings to more low-risk patients as well as making preventative digestive care more accessible to individuals throughout the country is critical.

What is a Colonoscopy?
Colonoscopies are the gold standard colon cancer screening method.
During a colonoscopy, a long, flexible tube with a camera attached
to the end is inserted into the rectum. The flexibility of this tube allows doctors to navigate through the curves of the colon and remove
polyps, abnormal tissue growths associated with colon cancer. Since
these precancerous polyps, also known as adenomas, take over three
to ten years to develop into cancerous polyps, a colonoscopy screening every five years is sufficient. Although colonoscopies have the
highest sensitivity and specificity for detecting colon cancer, they are
invasive and require bowel preparation, a procedure in which patients
need to take prescribed laxatives and make dietary changes in order to
prepare for the colonoscopy. Gastroenterologist Dr. Vinod Kurupath
says that although he would refer a colonoscopy to a patient if they are
able and willing to have one, he “would use a stool for Cologuard in
high-risk patients, elderly people over 75, or people with significant
comorbidities, who may not be able to finish a colonoscopy prep.”

Pros
A Safer Alternative for Some
Although FIT tests have to be conducted more often, bowel prep, dietary restrictions, laxatives, and sedation are unnecessary. This is especially important in
elderly and unwell patients. A study conducted by Dr. Joan L. Warren of the U. S.
National Cancer Institute found that patients with a history of stroke, chronic obstructive pulmonary disease, atrial fibrillation, congestive heart failure, or multiple chronic conditions had a higher risk for bleeding and colon perforation during
the colonoscopy. In addition, pregnant patients and patients nearing the end of
their lives are strongly advised not to undergo the procedure. In this population,
colon cancer screening is still critical, and at-home alternatives are a great option.

Pro-Rural and Underserved Communities
At-home screening tests are key in improving screening rates in populations where health care is not readily available. A colorectal cancer screening program has been implemented in an urban, ethnically diverse population
in CommunityHealth, a free clinic in Chicago, Illinois with the help of low
cost at-home screening methods. The study resulted in 2418 were screened
for colon cancer, 90% having never had been screened before; in total, 69
adenomas were removed. Furthermore, a study published in The Journal
of Rural Health accumulated 345 participants from eight rural counties in
Kentucky and provided them with at-home colorectal cancer screening kits.
82% of the participants completed the test and returned their samples to
the clinic, demonstrating that when provided with resources and information, rural inhabitants are willing and able to take care of their health. With
the pandemic spotlighting at-home screening, an at-home screening model
is key to improving screening rate, especially in low resource communities.

At-Home Screening
There are many options for at-home screening, including FIT, a
fecal immunochemical test. This test detects occult, or hidden
blood, in the stool using antibodies. As CRC (colorectal cancer) patients have sensitive blood vessels that can be damaged
by the passage of the stool, they can bleed into the colon or rectum. Using a stick or brush, a small amount of stool is obtained
and sent to the lab to check for microscopic amounts of blood.
Since this blood suggests polyp formation, if the test comes back
positive, patients will have to have a colonoscopy to remove the
polyps as a preventative measure. Another alternative is the FITDNA test, or as we discussed as the Cologuard, which checks for
trace amounts of blood and specific DNA sequences in the stool
that may show a chance of polyp formation. This test requires
patients to collect an entire bowel movement to send to the lab.

Cons
Accuracy
The FIT screening method is 79% accurate at detecting cancer, but has a 5%
false positive rate, which would lead to patients getting a colonoscopy. Since
Cologuard utilizes a multitarget DNA stool technology, the accuracy rate
is much higher, at 92%. However, 14% of tests taken result in a false positive. Dr. Kurupath says that it is important to remember that “Colon cancer
screening is to check for polyps so that you can prevent them from getting
colon cancer,” and Cologuard is only 42% effective at detecting large polyps.

Cost Considerations
The Affordable Care Act mandated that insurance plans cover all CRC
screening, including colonoscopies and at-home tests. Fortunately, at-home
screening tests are covered by Medicare and most private health insurance plans. Without insurance, the FIT costs around $20, while Cologuard
costs around $600. However, colonoscopies ordered after an at-home test
and diagnostic colonoscopies (the status of a colonoscopy is changed from
screening to diagnostic once a polyp is found) are not covered by insurance.

Continued on page 15
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Screening During the Pandemic
At-home screening tests are especially important in increasing screening rates. Dr. Kurupath states that, “The goal from American College of Gastroenterology is to at least have
as many people screened as possible.” Health systems around the country are taking steps to allow for colon cancer screening through the pandemic. Drive-by FluFIT clinics in
which patients can receive a FIT test and get their flu vaccination have been implemented to increase screening rate even through the COVID-19 pandemic. With colorectal cancer
screening rates in the United States leveling out at a little over 55% of the population, mailed FIT tests are a significant step in equalizing the accessibility of the test to far more
people. A study conducted at the Kaiser Permanente Center for Integrative Medicine in Northern California cited, “about 61% of those mailed a FIT responded to automated
outreach with a pre-letter, FIT kit, automated call and reminder postcard, yielding an overall screening rate of 70%,” well above the national average. With younger populations
becoming more and more affected with colorectal cancer, it is essential to focus whatever resources health systems can utilize on getting as many individuals screened as possible.

Conclusion
Overall, at-home colorectal screening kits represent a tremendous step towards optimizing screening in patients of all forms. Like any medical innovation, much
is to be developed and investigated about the cost and accuracy of these tests, as well as how efficiently these tests can economically sustain themselves in hospital systems and the homes of different patients. However, the increased patient reliance of these tests in the last few years represent an overall public awareness of
the effectiveness of different modes of screening Dr. Kurupath, like other health professionals, speculates that, “in the next five to 10 years, Cologuard and other similar screening options can become a primary choice for colon cancer screening.” While they may be subject to doubts and uncertainties in the present, at-home colorectal screening tests can become a key part in expanding accessible health care to a diverse group of patients in need of preventive measures.
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The Key(board) to Success? (Cont.)
I have easy access to everything I need.” Lorenzo explains. “It’s much easier to
write down my notes and
look at what I need to do
for school without having
to constantly lug around a
textbook or other folders
full of papers and handouts from my teachers.”
Bringing a laptop to
school all the time might
be more of a hassle, seeing how sometimes, there
are Chromebooks available.
With all those resources
available, why would students still find the need to
consistently bring their potentially heavy, expensive
computers to school? In
Reyes’ point of view, it has to
do with the disadvantages of
those shared Chromebooks.
“Whenever we enter a
classroom or leave a class-

room, all teachers make you
hand sanitize your hands,
but that doesn’t necessarily account for the in between the class when you
touch things, and that includes laptops,” says Reyes,
“Because there are multiple
classes that use Chrome
carts throughout the day,
there are endless germs and
bacteria and people touching it. But when it’s your laptop, it’s your own personal
[one]. Unless you know
you’ve given it to someone,
only you have touched it.”
“[Chromebooks] suck.
They’re slower, and not every classroom has them…
all my files are on my computer,” says Lorenzo. As
someone who has most of
his work on his personal account, Lorenzo finds it frustrating that “If I sign into

the Chromebook, it’s going
to use my school account,
not my personal [account].”
While certain students
have doubts about the speed,
cleanliness, and accessibility
of the school’s Cromebooks,
ultimately, they achieve
what needs to be done in the
classroom. And with all the
distractions personal laptops
bring around, why wouldn’t
teachers force students to
only use the distraction free
Chromebooks instead of
their own personal laptops?
“It doesn’t matter what
system they’re using, so
if they’re more comfortable writing their essay on
a laptop they brought, I
don’t really care,” Ms. Luong explains. “Definitely
[more easily distracted], but
it’s about trust, right? You
choose to waste that time,

that’s not on me, that’s on
you. So yes, students can be
more tempted but [teachers] hope that they’re not.”
Despite a growing acceptance of laptops in
classrooms, students still
have to be careful with
them for other reasons.
“I personally only bring
it when I know I have my
backpack on me all day,
so I always leave it in my
backpack and I never leave
it unattended,” Reyes says.
“I normally lock my bag
in one of the band rooms
so it’s secure. I know some
people lock their laptops in
their lockers, but I don’t.”
No matter the amount
of risks there are, students
continuously bring their
laptops because it seems that
the pros outweigh the cons.
Lorenzo rejoices at the

fact that, “It replaces my
textbooks, which makes
my
backpack
lighter,”
Vikrant Bhalla (10) says on
a similar note, “[Technology] is also easy because I can
also take notes on my phone
and it’s just easier overall. I
can have half my backpack
on my phone and no need
for textbooks because I can
just carry the PDFs [instead].
Laptops in classrooms can
be a good thing. At the end
of the day, it all depends on
the hands they are placed
in and how those hands
use it. Teachers can now
rest assured, knowing that
their angel students work
productively when laptops
are in their hands. But then
again, who’s gonna know
when there are fallen angels?
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Lazy Halloween Costume Quiz

Still haven’t come up with a Halloween costume yet? Suffer from paralyzing indecisiveness? This quiz will
choose a costume for you, and you’ll probably be able to find what you need for it right in your closet
Sinchan Mishra
Staff Writer
What’s your favorite Halloween movie?

What, in your opinion, is the coolest mythical
creature?

A) Hocus Pocus

A) Mermaids

B) Paranormal Activity

B) Vampires

C) Halloween

C) Faeries

D) I can’t sit through horror!

D) I don’t know, but it’s definitely not any of these.

Why do you need a Halloween costume?

At what age did you stop trick or treating?

A) We were supposed to stop?

A) Because I procrastinated getting one and I really want to
go trick or treating
B) My friends/family are forcing me to
C) I thought I was too old to dress up, but I saw that other

B) Elementary school
C) Middle school

people are going to and now I want to as well

D) As soon as I realized it wasn’t socially acceptable any-

D) I need to dress up for a Halloween event/party

more

How are you going to spend Halloween this year?

How would you describe your everyday style in
one word?

A) Trick or treating, of course

A) Fun

B) Handing out candy to trick or treaters

B) Put-together

C) Watching horror movies

C) Simple

D) Attending a party

D) Casual

What is your favorite part of Halloween?
A) Getting candy
B) Putting up decorations
C) Dressing up
D) Going to parties and events

Mostly A’s: Jack o’ Lantern
You tend to have more of a youthful taste and you have probably always enjoyed all the different rituals of Halloween. Pumpkins are a quintessential Halloween item and will help you
express your enjoyment of this holiday. All you need for this costume is some sort of orange top that you can draw or paint the eyes and mouth of a jack o’ lantern on. There are thousands
of stencils available on the Internet if you don’t trust your artistic abilities!
Mostly B’s: Chef
You might think you’re a bit old to dress up for Halloween or feel embarrassed by it. This costume is subtle and flexible enough to accommodate whatever your preferences may be. All you
need is a plain white top and an apron and, optionally, crafting tissue paper to roll into a chef ’s hat. If you want to go the subtler route, you can stick to the shirt and apron, but if you’re
looking for something more authentic, you can add the hat and even a spatula or rolling pin to carry around.
Mostly C’s: Ghost
You probably take Halloween pretty seriously. It’s more than just fun for you; it’s a chance to celebrate all things horror and mischief. The ghost costume is a classic that will help you showcase your love for the darker side of this holiday. All you need is a white sheet that you can cut holes into for visibility. If this feels impractical to you, consider wearing a dark-colored robe
and using dark makeup around your eyes to look like a ghoul.
Mostly D’s: Celebrity Avoiding Paparazzi
You probably don’t care much for Halloween at all, and are only dressing up because you need to for something. This costume is incredibly easy and is casual enough that you won’t
compromise your dignity. All you need is a dark oversized hoodie and large sunglasses. Some sort of subtle but visible jewelry can also be worn to help convey the “celebrity” part of the
costume.
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